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Introduction 
 
In the opening chapter of this paper, Alison Sprague looks at the definition of the Internet of Things (IoT) 
and wonders what advertisers should make of opportunities around this emerging area – whether it’s 
concern about the possibility of being disintermediated or whether it’s excitement around possible new 
platforms and devices through which they can connect with consumers (via their devices). 
 
Next up, Pippa Goodman from the Future Foundation looks at the IoT as something that will end 
inefficiency through automating tasks such as dishwasher servicing and create more ‘me’ time for 
consumers – something that is a popular idea with the majority of consumers, particularly those that are 
most time poor. Despite interest in principle from most consumers though, it will be the utility and the 
tangible benefits from data sharing that will determine the extent to which new connected technologies 
are adopted. 
 
In addition to looking at the IoT from the top down, this white paper also drills down into potential 
applications in three industry sectors in more detail – retail, entertainment and automotive. 
 
Ben Walton from Initiative argues that the business benefits of the IoT will enable companies to better 
serve their customers for example through the use of real time data to manage product stock levels. The 
IoT also has implications for shopping with new technologies enabling shoppers to receive relevant 
smart messages about products they might be interested in; crucially though, as in other areas, it’s the 
management and transparency around consumer data that will be key to ensuring this is successful. 
 
Jennifer Thompson from Disney concentrates not on the utility of the IoT, but on its potential for 
entertainment and fun - for example through using technology to provide mood lighting that amplifies 
the impact of children’s stories. Like Ben, Jennifer also asks questions around data – who will own it and 
how can the masses of data generated by internet enabled devices be used to offer more effective 
advertising and marketing? 
 
Finally, Andrew Smith and Roz Hurst of Partners Andrews Aldridge look at the IoT from an automotive 
perspective and conclude that its application in the sector will be as much about improving the journey 
experience as facilitating the journey itself. Other major implications for the automotive industry will be 
around safety and the extent to which drivers will be able to control and define their driving 
environments. 
 
It’s clear that the IoT has huge implications for the future of digital technology – and more specifically for 
the digital advertising industry. This paper seeks to highlight some of the key things to be aware of as 
this technology develops - and will hopefully get you thinking about the right path ahead. 
 
Tim Elkington 
Director of Research & Strategy  
IAB UK  
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The Internet of Things primer 
 

Dr Alison Sprague, Partner at CEG Europe, explains what we mean by the Internet of Things and 

explores what it can do, whether it will take off and whether should advertisers be worried. 

 

“We’re talking about the constant chatter from a new ecosystem of connected devices that Cisco 

estimates will number 50 billion by the year 2020. These devices are busy quantifying everything from the 

number of steps you take, to the average speed and fuel consumption of your vehicle, and everything else 

you could probably imagine in real-time.” Justin Smith, March 24, 2014 

 

Apparently the Internet of Things (IoT) was a buzz-phrase invented in the mid-90s to describe the 

communication and exchange of information among devices via the internet with no or little human 

intervention, although the concept was discussed as early as 1991 (at Davos). As the subject matter is so 

extensive, the Internet of Things is difficult to describe in brief and to capture in a simple picture.  Figure 

1 is perhaps one of the better images that gets the idea across without resorting to computer-speak, 

hundreds of connectors and weird icons. 

 

Figure 1: the Internet of Things illustrated 

 

 
Source: http://www.satiztpm.it/internet-things/?lang=en 
 

Put simply, the Internet of Things brings together people, process, data and things. Whether it becomes 

the norm with all-embracing consumer acceptance is another matter. Data is always a worry, raising 

issues such as privacy and security - real-time spying comes to mind. Plus, do consumers really want 

their refrigerator automatically to send orders for their milk? But they may want their cars to tell them 

that the exhaust is just about to fall off. So the jury is out on the future path in respect of consumers 

whereas the technology, computing power, connectivity, network capacity and the number and types of 

smart devices are all expected to increase. On the bold assumption that opt-out really will be an option, 

the success of many of the applications of the Internet of Things will be highly dependent on consumer 

preferences.  

  

Regulation may take a back seat – certainly in the US there appears to be no rush to regulate. 

Commissioner Maureen Ohlhausen of the Federal Trade Commission said:  

 

http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/222030/the-internet-of-things-will-reshape-advertising.html
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“We should adopt a regulatory regime that allows technology, even disruptive technology, to thrive. 

Success of the Internet has been driven by the freedom to experiment even in the face of unease. It’s vital 

that government approach the Internet of things with regulatory humility.” Katy Bachman, January 9, 

2014 

 

That said, one envisages consumer associations and data protection experts and policymakers all 

keeping a watchful eye on privacy issues. Recall the Castrol billboard ad at IAB’s 2011 Engage – the ad 

tailored its advice on oil type to consumers based on the car they were driving (using the wrong oil can 

cost drivers a small fortune). Yet the ad had to be pulled as consumers felt an invasion of privacy.  And 

that example doesn’t even touch the endless possibilities of the Internet of Things… 

 

However, creative future-gazing of those keen to secure a pole position continues. Google, which 

recently acquired Nest Labs, a US home automation company, on filing its financials at the SEC disclosed 

that it has hopes to place marketing messages in currently ad-free objects like refrigerators and 

thermostats: 

 

“A few years from now, we and other companies could be serving ads and other content on refrigerators, 

car dashboards, thermostats, glasses, and watches, to name just a few possibilities.” Victor Luckerson, 

May 21, 2014 

 

So it could be that rather than cutting out the middleman – the advertiser – as everything becomes 

automated, the Internet of Things may offer new advertising opportunities. So perhaps advertisers 

should not be worried at all. But as always consumer acceptance will be a key driver, in this case, of 

which ‘things’, when, where, how and to who can be advertised.    

 

Post script 

 

One ad campaign goes against the grain of the Internet of Things phenomenon, using it to its advantage.  

See the excellent campaign by Diesel that presents ‘pre-internet shoes’. The shoes are based on ‘the 

latest technology from 1993’, and boast the following features: ‘no-tracking, no-timing, no-wallposting, 

no-bullshit’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/will-washington-move-quickly-regulate-internet-things-154863
http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/will-washington-move-quickly-regulate-internet-things-154863
http://time.com/107593/google-ads-nest-refrigerator-internet-of-things/
http://time.com/107593/google-ads-nest-refrigerator-internet-of-things/
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Efficiency and entertainment 
 
Pippa Goodman, Commercial Director, Future Foundation, explores consumer engagement with the 
Internet of Things. 
 

Imagine a washing machine that anticipates the need for replacement parts and which also makes 
an appointment with the engineer for you – syncing with the availability shown in your calendar. Or, 
a fridge which proactively zaps recipes to your mobile device – suggesting the best combinations of 
ingredients which are nearing their sell by date, while also bearing in mind dietary goals you have 
set yourself.  
 
More ‘me’ time, fewer chores, less admin, less thinking. For the time-poor, multi-tasking, tech savvy 
consumer, what’s not to like about the promise of the Internet of Things?   
 
On the face of it, as technology finally catches up with the long-standing concept of smart, 
networked objects and devices, many consumers are enthusiastic about the kind of lifestyle 
improvements that the Internet of Things (IoT) could deliver. Our nVision tracking research shows 
that the majority (54%) are interested, and one in five are very interested, in what we define as ‘end 
of inefficiency’ services, such as a car which parks itself, a fridge which monitors the nutritional 
quality of food bought and automatically communicates with a local supermarket, or a TV service 
which schedules the evening's TV programmes autonomously. 
 
There are significant peaks in enthusiasm among not only younger consumers – which might be 
expected, given their traditional role as early adopters of new technologies. However, interest also 
spikes among consumers aged 45-54 – who are likely to feel particularly time pressed as they juggle 
career, family and household chores.  
 
% who are interested in ‘End of Inefficiency’ services 
 

 
 
In the short term, the IoT is manifesting itself more immediately in ways other than machine to 
machine communication and related services. For example we are already seeing real-life objects 
acquire increased social value through offering content that can be unlocked via smart devices and 
shared by consumers across personal networks. In the run-up to the 2014 World Cup, Coca-Cola 
launched a set of limited edition mini bottles which, rather than containing any soft drink, allowed 
their owners to send each other messages and avatars using a dedicated app. More, the bottles 
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revealed AR animations when scanned with a mobile phone, and could be attached to a phone or a 
bag as an accessory. 
 
With a consistent appetite around new experiences and entertaining content, Gen Y consumers 
particularly are likely to welcome striking propositions and further innovations here from preferred 
brands: nearly half of this cohort agree they like it when big companies put entertaining or amusing 
content on social networking sites.   
 
There are, of course, myriad considerations and potential stumbling blocks. For many consumers, 
the IoT - as a fully fledged concept with personal implications - will only be at the edges of their 
radar; early first hand experiences are likely to be isolated to products such as smart meters or 
branded initiatives – such as the Coca Cola example above. The routes in are somewhat disparate 
and fragmented currently.  
 
Concerns around privacy and use of personal data also remain front of mind for consumers: 8 in 10 
want more control over the personal information they give to companies and how it is stored – and 
this is consistent, regardless of demographic profile. We question genuine consumer interest in 
opting out of corporate data exchange but the perception of an increasingly all-encompassing, data-
hungry network may ring alarm bells for some.  
 
Equally, the 21st century consumer is more sophisticated than ever in their evaluation and usage of 
technology, products, services. As much as it may be novel or fun to share dietary planning with 
your fridge or access exclusive content attached to particular objects, ongoing engagement will, as 
ever, depend on a perception of genuine utility and value – and a sense of progress towards 
personal aspirations or delivery against particular needs and frustrations.   
 
Research source: Future Foundation / nVision 
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A more personalised and relevant experience 
 
Ben Walton, Head of Digital at Initiative, outlines how the Internet of Things will impact the retail 
sector. 
 
The Internet of Things (IoT) enables retailers to interact with customers in new ways, empower their 
employees with devices and tools to better serve their customers, and run operations more efficiently. 
The IoT makes it possible for bricks-and-mortar retailers to have access to the kind of real-time customer 
information that online retailers have always had.  
 
First, I thought it would be worth highlighting the internal benefits of what the IOT can bring to a 
business. The reason why is because a better internal flow of information will lead to a better customer 
experience. One of the key benefits of the IOT is Supply Chain Management - a better flow of 
information resulting in better inventory and warehouse management. Things like smart shelves and 
smart inventory signals that pinpoint when shelves are empty or when perishables are going to expire 
are hugely beneficial for companies. 
 
This real time flow of information has huge benefits for commercial teams - which ultimately leads to 
consumers - as commercial teams can react to the data and create a fluidity of offers and discounts 
quicker and faster for consumers. IOT is already starting to show signs of revolutionizing the way 
retailers interact with their customers when it comes to real-time analytics and promotions. It is very 
much possible to have a scenario where customers enter a connected store and be guided by the store 
to their favourite products and offers. 
 
IOT can therefore have a major impact in delivering a better in store experience for consumers, through 
a more personalised approach. IoT could help customers significantly reduce the time and effort for 
shopping, and at the same time, provide them with more choice and more customization.  
 
Many retailers are beginning to test Beacon and location based technology in and around the store, 
which can be deployed to attract existing customers in store by alerting them with relevant offers or 
content based on what they have previously bought, helping to build better loyalty. 
 
Iconeme, a new technology and design company, has launched VMBeacon, a product that lets store 
mannequins transmit information to shoppers about the clothes on display. Via a VMBeacon installed 
into each mannequin, information programmed by the retailer is transmitted to consumers using a 
smartphone app. If a shopper comes within a 100m range of the VMBeacon they will receive an 
automatic alert with information on prices and links to purchase the items directly from the retailer’s 
website, or the location of them in store. 
 
Trials are already commencing around the connected fitting room, which recognizes the product you are 
trying on, recommends other products that match and can link from fitting room to sales staff to allow 
them to bring you more relevant products to try on, enabling them to provide a much better service. It 
also provides retailers with a much better opportunity to up sell and drive higher basket sizes. 
 
This new connected world has many benefits to businesses and consumers and the data that this greater 
connectivity produces allows retailers to make smarter decisions and provide greater customer 
experiences. Data though is a sensitive issue, as greater connectivity leads to more and more data, the 
question around security and data protection becomes a fundamental issue. One of the biggest 
questions that is throws up is around who manages this data and where it sits. Is it the retailers, mobile 
operators or even consumers who own the data? A very small minority of people are concerned enough 
to manage their own data but the majority of consumers will still be putting their trust in brands to 
manage it responsibly for them.  
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There is no doubt that the IoT will benefit consumers through a more personalised and relevant 
experience with retailers. Part of the great customer experience that the IoT has the potential to deliver 
is effective data management. If this isn’t done effectively however it has the potential to destroy 
consumer’s trust in the retailer. 
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That’s entertainment 
 
Jennifer Thomson, Research Manager, Walt Disney, outlines how the Internet of Things will impact on 
the entertainment sector. 
 
There’s been a great deal of buzz recently around the Internet of Things (IoT), with much of the 
excitement centred around the sheer utility of it; for example, the ease it will bring to household chores 
or the efficiency which will result in cost savings.   
 
However, one area seldom mentioned is the opportunity IoT also provides for entertainment and fun. 
After all, from the internet’s original purpose of networking has come the revolution in how we 
communicate, entertain and interact with the world. We may start with utility, but the potential is much 
broader.  
 
Of course, IoT is different for many reasons; a recent Guardian article nicely explained that “…*w]hat 
differentiates Internet of Things devices from the PCs, tablets and smartphones that came before them 
is their invisibility.” Ultimately, we’ll no longer need to hold a device to access the internet, but rather it 
will passively exist around us (and communicate with machines and people). It will become part of the 
fabric of our lives – more akin to electricity, oxygen, and water, than the smartphones and tablets we 
have today. 
 
So can we have passive, ambient entertainment without cannibalizing the forms of entertainment we 
know and love today? If so, what does this look like? And what does it mean for advertising? 
 
One product, which Disney has worked on with Phillips, that nicely uses ambient activity to enhance 
existing entertainment is the ‘Phillips Disney StoryLight Mickey’. It’s a Mickey Mouse-shaped light that 
synchronizes with Disney stories which are read through an interactive e-book on an iPad. As parents 
read the story to their child, the lights change to reflect and complement the story, bringing the story to 
life for the child.  
 
Thinking of other uses, what if my ‘smart fridge’ could suggest recipes for me based on what food it 
knows I have - and then push the recipe details to me via my phone? Or my ‘smart shoes’ could lead me 
on a tour of a new city while abroad? Or my ‘smart sofa’ changes its form based on the movie I’m 
watching (eg leans me back during a relaxed scene, forward during an intense one)? 
 
And with all these new uses and opportunities, it raises questions around the role of advertising. For 
example, who should advertising be targeted at for entertainment and IoT: the individual or the 
‘machine’ (which has been programmed with your preferences and specifications)? Ultimately, we’ll be 
relying on machines more and more to direct us and guide us. How will this relationship work? For 
example, do I outsource decisions to my machine (ie the manufacturer of it)? Or do I have the option to 
personalise and ‘teach’ my machine what types of advertisements I’d like to receive? And what role does 
my digital footprint play in this area, incorporating my online and social media activity to refine 
advertising?  
 
Ultimately, when physical objects become internet-enabled, the potential is limitless to use it to 
entertain and delight us. The manifestation of all this is yet to be determined and, alongside it, questions 
around advertising need to be asked and considered from the start in order to successfully have a 
leading role in the innovation that awaits us. One thing we know for sure is there will be more data to 
process and make sense of – and use in future advertising. 
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Driving change 
 
Andrew Smith, Chief Strategy Officer and Roz Hurst, Senior Strategist, Partners Andrews Aldridge 
explore how the internet of things is impacting the notion of content and communications in the 
automotive sector. 
 
The automotive industry has traditionally been focused on ensuring that getting from A to B is as easy, 
smooth, quick and enjoyable as possible.  As the gap between different manufacturers, in terms of 
vehicle quality, durability and reliability has steadily been closing, the marques are striving to find new 
ways to differentiate themselves from the competition.  The internet of things (IoT) is helping to shift the 
focus to becoming more about the actual experience of getting from A to B.   
 
The IOT is having a positive impact on the driving experience across a number of different areas, the first 
being convenience. Driving between A and B is made more enjoyable with the simple addition of ‘tools’ 
such as those that ensure cars are being driven more efficiently or by including elements such as real 
time traffic reports incorporated into the car navigation systems; ensuring not only an easy, quick and 
smooth drive but one that’s as stress free as possible too. And these benefits are being actively 
promoted in communications. 
 
The next area is the positive impact on safety.  Massive strides have been made in recent years with 
enhancing the safety of vehicles across all car manufactures.  The last few years has seen the 
incorporation of a range of technologies to improve driver safety with systems like HondaLink, Ford 
SYNC AppLink, Android Auto, and Apple CarPlay.  These allow users to access smartphone functionality 
in a way that is easier and safer than picking up their phones. 
 
The connected car take this to the next level.  The IOT connects vehicle to vehicle through assisting with 
collision avoidance, as well as connecting vehicle to road by preventing unscheduled lane departure and 
automating toll collection. Cars are now being developed to maximize the benefit of the IOT with 
technology and features directly integrated into the vehicle such automatic and responsive cruise 
control based on recognizing and responding to traffic signs. 
 
The desire to maintain digitally connected lifestyles has been noted and the IOT facilitates this by not 
just improving the physical driving experience but also making it more enjoyable. Increasingly technology 
brands are becoming more and more involved in car development and working together in collaboration 
with the marques to enhance the driving experience.  
 
Developments range from simply using voice commands to accessing smartphones to seamlessly 
integrating this functionality into cars to provide continuous connectivity via connected In Vehicle 
Infotainment [IVI] systems. IVI is hugely popular with a number of manufacturers such as BMW, Ford, 
Kia, Jaguar, Land Rover, and Toyota who are beginning to explore and implement. Some marques have 
even created bespoke collaborations e.g. Infiniti IVI and Intel. Mobile phone companies are also getting 
in on the act with Vodafone supplying an embedded SIM to both Audi and Volkswagen providing 
constant high-speed mobile broadband access whilst on the road. 
The level of connectivity and online content on offer may well become the critical buying factors for the 
cars of tomorrow and will surely impact loyalty or even the resale value especially if the car comes with 
the content accumulated over its previous ownership. 
 
The IOT will impact the relationship drivers have with their dealers as drivers rely on ‘app updates’ and in 
car systems to tell them when a service is needed. This is likely to be more accurate, timely and 
therefore more “believable” than cold contact from the dealer. In addition, as vehicles become 
increasingly bespoke to an individual and as technologies and apps are added to cars by drivers rather 
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than dealers (coupled with advances in in-car diagnostics), drivers may well become more informed 
about their cars than their dealers. 
 
What we do know is that the IOT is helping to give individuals greater control and choice in their vehicles 
through being able to personalise the driving experience, even down to bespoke set ups for each driver 
whether these are physical settings in the car or the interactive experiences around it. Drivers can also 
gain greater control through being open to sharing their own or their car’s data. The more they are 
willing to share, the more they can potentially benefit; either as a wider group of motorists with open 
sourcing car data in real time to draw insights such as traffic flow, as individuals with personalised and 
potentially lower premiums for insurance based on black box recorded driving behaviours. 
 
The IOT does pose interesting new questions for the automotive industry to consider including how to 
become part of the relationship individuals have with their cars and for drivers too in terms of security.  
 
What remains clear is that the notion of connected cars will definitely improve the driving experience by 
making it a more rewarding and enjoyable one.  The IOT feels not just inevitable, but a valuable and 
integral part of future vehicle development that will ultimately pave the way for fully self-driving cars to 
be on our roads sooner rather than later. 
 


